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Throughout his long career, James Applewhite has skillfully navigated the world of science through poetry.
His new book makes no exception, fearlessly exploring time and consciousness in relation to the universe as
described by Big Bang cosmology -- and as experienced by human beings in the everyday world. Applying
experiences from his present-day life as well as a multitude of memories from his childhood to scientific
theories of the nature of the universe, the poet engages in a patient but relentless -- and finally deeply
rewarding -- quest for a sense of meaning in a cosmos whose dimensions of space and time defy the human
capacity to imagine.

In his quest, Applewhite suggests the continuing possibility of a crucial connection to the universe through
our seemingly tiny, evanescent experiences here on planet Earth. The poems in Cosmos help us value the
human-related dimensions of being all the more as they are discerned against the cosmic vastness.

"We've known for a long time gravitydoesn't exist," Dr. Verlinde said.This adhesion of all mass to itself
isfollowing the vector of energy downwardwith the thermodynamic arrow, which pierces uswith our
moments. The illusion encloses,scenes in mind return nonsensically -- my foot slips on the slick bank and
fora moment suspended in fallingI know the time slow down, seeingthe red-star sweet gum leafsliding with
the current's surfacethat holds the late September skyand heat in a thin film.

Then I pierce it, splashing through -- the rowboat my brother called the Peanut Shellrocking out from the
bank whileI arise back through the brown creekskin and into air of the dream worldI know so well, where
Henry is laughing.

-- from "Reading the Science News"
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From reader reviews:

Herman Deans:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a guide you will get new information mainly because book is one of many ways to share the
information or perhaps their idea. Second, reading through a book will make you more imaginative. When
you reading through a book especially fictional book the author will bring that you imagine the story how the
figures do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to others. When you read this Cosmos: A
Poem, you could tells your family, friends and also soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire
the others, make them reading a reserve.

Kenneth Quisenberry:

The actual book Cosmos: A Poem has a lot associated with on it. So when you make sure to read this book
you can get a lot of profit. The book was published by the very famous author. The author makes some
research before write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can get the point easily after
looking over this book.

Virginia Hughes:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the spare time or they will get large
amount of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of
activity are there when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer can unlimited right.
Then do you try this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, typically
the book you have read is definitely Cosmos: A Poem.

Aaron Thomsen:

You can get this Cosmos: A Poem by browse the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it might to
be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only
through written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era similar to now, you
just looking by your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own ways to
get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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